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Welcome

We are all well aware that the economic climate 
for the solar thermal industry has evolved since 
the previous ESTEC conference took place in  
Munich in 2009, therefore ESTEC 2011 will be  
a very different event.

2008 was impressive and proved to be the solar thermal market peak  
year of the decade (2000-2010), whereas in 2011 after two consecutive 
years of decline we have no reason to believe that we can expect more  
than a year of stabilisation. What happened during those two years to the 
solar thermal industry? 

Although we cannot underestimate the huge impact of the financial  
crisis and the associated collapse of the construction sector, we have  

to understand why the solar thermal industry seems to have been affected more severely than other renewable energy 
sources. More importantly, we want to show that the opportunities for a sustainable growth are there with long-term 
stable policy framework, with stricter standards in buildings and energy efficiency, with new applications becoming  
more and more important, with new industry players entering the solar thermal sector, with more countries investing  
in our technology. According to the National Renewable Energy Action Plans, the solar thermal market should enjoy  
an average growth of 16% up to 2020. It is our responsibility to do more and better!

We have developed the ESTEC program to help identifying issues and provide answers; practical answers,  
which will assist you in making decisions and contribute to put the solar thermal industry back on track for growth.

ESTEC 2011 takes place in Marseille, one of the most representative cities of the Mediterranean, and we will seize 
this opportunity to highlight the Mediterranean countries’ untapped potential for solar thermal growth. According to the 
quantitative analysis of the National Renewable Energy Action Plans (ESTIF 2010), Italy will be the major European solar 
thermal market in 2020 and France the third.  What is the shape of the solar thermal industry in those countries (Italy, 
France, Greece and Spain), which have the most obvious potential for growth, and which have so far failed to deliver? 
Beyond Europe the south Mediterranean has long been considered as a natural extension of our market, we will provide 
you with the latest insight on the region.

After two difficult years we will reflect upon the path to sustainable growth for solar thermal: Our industry has suffered 
during the crisis and solar thermal does not attract the political attention it deserves; we will ask other industries with 
increasing importance as prescriber or promoter of energy solutions to cast a critical eye on the solar thermal business 
model. We will explore new development areas (applications, markets) that should help us expand beyond our traditional 
boundaries. We will address the question of competitiveness and costs because this is THE central issue in every public 
or private investment decision and, of course, we will review the policy framework conditions and the prospects offered 
by the “green” growth promised by the European Union.

I wish you all a wonderful and enlightening time in Marseille. Welcome to ESTEC 2011!

Xavier Noyon
ESTIF Secretary General
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Early Bird (until 24 June 2011):
ESTIF / ENERPLAN member . . . . . . . €320
Non-member . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . €420 
Students . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . €120

Regular rate (from 25 June 2011):
ESTIF / ENERPLAN member . . . . . . . €420
Non-member . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . €520 
Students . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . €120

Late/Desk (from 5 October 2011):
ESTIF / ENERPLAN member . . . . . . . €440
Non-member . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . €540 
Students . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . €120
Day rate (only on site) . . . . . . . . . . . . . €350

Installer (for Qualisol sessions only):
Fixed registration fee . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .€40

The registration fees include access to all conference sessions, coffee breaks
and luncheons on both conference days as well as all conference materials
(upon availability)!

Early Bird (until 24 June 2011) . . . . . .€40
Regular rate (after 24 June 2011) . . .€60 
The conference dinner starts at 20:00 onwards at the prestigious Palais de la
Bourse in Marseille City. The above participation fee includes buffet and drinks.

Please note that all fees are exclusive of VAT.

English (in French during the morning session on 21 October -  an English  
translation will be provided)

All relevant information are available on the conference website www.estec2011.org 

M

Boulevard Rabatau

20-21 October 2011 Parc Chanot
Rond Point du Prado 
F-13266 Marseille (France)

Parc Chanot
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 Vision from other industries on  
 the prospects of Solar Thermal

After the opening we will hear from  
high level representatives of the utility, 
construction, energy services and  
heating industries their vision of the 
future for solar thermal and which role 
it will play in their own development 
strategy.

 The Mediterranean Sea:  
 The “Mare Nostrum”   
 of Solar Thermal?

The fact that solar thermal is a  
technology for different climate zones 
should never hide the fact that it 
achieves more efficiency and probably 
has a more immediate potential in the 
Mediterranean region. In the light of  
keynotes speeches covering both sides 
of the Mediterranean; major regional 
actors of the solar thermal market will 
provide us with their insight on the 
development of these  
promising markets.

 Is Solar Thermal competitive:
 micro and macro economic  
 perspectives

Costs, prices and competitiveness 
constitute the background for decisions 
from individual consumers, investors 
and policy makers. Solar thermal should  
not be afraid of comparison with other 
renewables and fossil fuels, specialists 
from policy, industry and the scientific 
community will highlight the solar  
thermal strengths and weaknesses  
when it comes to profit and return  
on investment.

Plenary sessions
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 Blue sessions:  
 Technology, standards 
 and research development

Innovation and quality are fuels for 
industrial growth; the best experts will 
provide you with an extensive overview 
of the latest developments in the field of  
products and technologies. We will focus 
on solar cooling, advanced hybrid solar 
thermal solutions as well as on quality 
and performance.

 Green sessions: 
 Market and framework  
 conditions 

A great emphasis will be placed  
on markets on both sides of the  
Mediterranean with detailed country- 
by-country analysis. However, we will 
also consider developments in central 
Europe and, of course, pay particular  
attention to the evolution in terms of 
policy and regulatory framework as  
well as financial incentives.

 Orange sessions:  
 Solar thermal and buildings, 
 new business models and  
 applications, Installers sessions

The orange sessions will cover a variety 
of subjects. The crucial developments 
related to solar thermal in buildings with 
a mix of technical and policy framework 
presentations, we will then deal with the 
new applications and business models 
for solar thermal, which will help our 
industry, expand beyond its traditional 
markets. At ESTEC 2011 we will  
inaugurate the first sessions dedicated 
to installers: the Qualisol sessions.  
In partnership with Qualit’EnR these  
sessions conducted in French will  
mainly target “Qualisol” installers  
but will, of course, be opened to all  
registered participants. Both marketing 
and technical topics will be covered.

Parallel sessions
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14:30
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15:30
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16:30

17:00

17:30

18:00

REGISTRATION 
From 08:30

OPENING SESSION AND PLENARY  
Vision from other industries on the prospects of Solar Thermal

09:30 - 11:00

COFFEE BREAK 11:00 - 11:30

PLENARY 
The Mediterranean Sea: The “Mare Nostrum” of Solar Thermal?

11:30 - 13:00

LUNCH 
13:00 - 14:30

Parallel session 1
Technology updates

14:30 - 16:00

Parallel session 2
Market reports

14:30 - 16:00

Parallel session 3
Solar Thermal  
in Buildings
14:30 - 16:00

COFFEE BREAK 16:00 - 16:30

Parallel session 1
Solar cooling &  
air conditioning

16:30 - 18:00

Parallel session 2
Market reports

16:30 - 18:00

Parallel session 3
Expanding market  

potential: New business  
models and new applications

16:30 - 18:00

Thursday 20th October
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16:30

17:00
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18:00

PLENARY 
Is Solar Thermal competitive:  

micro and macro economic perspectives
09:30 - 11:00

COFFEE BREAK 11:00 - 11:30

Parallel session 1
Performance - Quality - 

Standard
11:30 - 13:00

Parallel session 2
Market reports

11:30 - 13:00

Parallel session 3
Qualisol:  

Marché et Marketing  
11:30 - 13:00

LUNCH 
13:00 - 14:30

Parallel session 1: 
Advanced Solar Thermal 

hybrid systems
14:30 - 16:00

Parallel session 2
The role of public policy

14:30 - 16:00

Parallel session 3
Qualisol: Technologie / 

Standard / Qualité 
14:30 - 16:00

CLOSING SESSION 
16:00 - 17:00

Friday 21st October
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 08:30 Registration

 09:30-11:00  Opening session: Vision from other industries on the prospects of Solar Thermal
  Keynote speeches followed by a panel discussion 
  Moderation: Xavier Noyon
  Robin Welling, Managing Director, TiSUN GmbH and ESTIF President
  Nathalie Kosciusko-Morizet, French Minister for Ecology, Sustainable Development Transport and Housing (invited) 
  Henri Ducré, Director Energie France, Gdf Suez
  Javier Grávalos, Head of Sustainability & Eco-Eficiency research area Technology & Innovation Division, Acciona
  Other speakers to be confirmed 

 11:00-11:30 Coffee break

 11:30-13:00  The Mediterranean Sea: The “Mare Nostrum” of Solar Thermal?
  Keynote speeches followed by a panel discussion 
  Moderation: Bärbel Epp
  Krystyna Dawson, Senior Market Research Consultant, BSRIA Worldwide Market Intelligence
  Houda Allal, Director Renewable Energy and Sustainable Development, Mediterranean Energy Observatory, OME 
  Hakan Allas, Vice Managing Director Ezinç A.S. (invited)
  Hubert Mattersdorfer, Chief Operating Officer, General Solar Systems GmbH (invited)
  Stefano Casandrini, Strategic Marketing & Government/Reg. Affairs Ferroli Spa (invited)
  Rafik Missaoui, General Manager, ALCOR

 13:00-14:30 Lunch

 14:30-16:00  Parallel session 1: Technology updates
  Energetic and economic aspects of seasonal heat storage in single and multifamily houses
  Henner Kerskes, University of Stuttgart, ITW
  Drainback systems as an efficient and safe solution for solar domestic hot water installation: 
  practical experience 
  Romain Siré, TECSOL
  Design of a thermo-chemical energy store integrated in a solar combi system
  Barbara Mette, University of Stuttgart, ITW
  Latest developments of Solar Thermal Technologies
  Speaker to be confirmed 

   Parallel session 2: Market reports
  The French Solar Thermal Market
  Speaker from Uniclima to be confirmed
  The Greek Solar Thermal market 
  Panayis Konstantinidis, Cicero Hellas SA
  Italy: Towards a Solar Thermal boom or rather a crisis?
  Riccardo Battisti, Assolterm
  New Panorama for the Solar Thermal industry in Spain
  David Pérez, ECLAREON
 

Thursday 20th October
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   Parallel session 3: Solar Thermal in Buildings
  Modelling and classification of buildings with a solar fraction of heat demand of more than 50%
  Axel Oliva, Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems ISE
  Solar active houses - the future of energy efficient and comfortable livingstyle 
  Kurt Hierzenberger, General Solar Systems GmbH
  A guide for the architectural integration of solar panels: Best practice
  Speaker to be confirmed 
  French regulation on energy performance in buildings 
  Speaker to be confirmed
 
 16:00 Coffee break
 

 16:30  Parallel session 1: Solar cooling & air conditioning
  Overview market development and potential for solar cooling with focus on the Mediterranean area
  Uli Jakob, Greenchiller
  Adsorption solar air-conditioning in comparison with other conventional systems
  Sara Eicher, HEIG-VD, LESBAT
  Megapics method towards solar cooling
  Amandine le Denn, TECSOL
   Largest Solar Cooling System in the Middle East for a Showcase Football Stadium in Qatar

Christian Zahler, Mirroxx GmbH

   Parallel session 2: Market reports
   The solar thermal market in Poland in 2010 and in 2020

Grzegorz Wisniewski, EC BREC Insitute for Renewable Energy
  The German Solar Thermal market   
  Speaker from the German Solar Industry Association (BSW-Solar) to be confirmed 
  The Hungarian Solar Thermal market
  Speaker to be confirmed
  The Czech Solar Thermal market   
  Speaker to be confirmed

  Parallel session 3: Expanding market potential -  
  New business models and new applications
  Financial solutions for Solar Thermal
  Speaker from Solfea Bank (GDF Group) to be confirmed 
   Solar Process Heat: Trigger the starting-up of markets for solar process in 6 European regions

Christine Oehlinger, O.Oe. Energiesparverband
  Current developments and prospects of solar district heating in Europe
  Thomas Pauschinger, Solites
  ESCO Models for large scale Solar Thermal Plants
  Sabine Putz, S.O.L.I.D.

Thursday 20th October
Continued
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Friday 21st October

 09:30-11:00  Is Solar Thermal competitive: 
micro and macro economic perspectives

  Keynote speeches followed by a panel discussion 
  Moderation: Uwe Trenkner
  Claude Turmes, MEP and Vice President of the Green Group in the European Parliament 
  Werner Koldehoff, Member of the Advisory Board, German Solar Industry Association (BSW-Solar)
  Thierry Autric, Délégué Général, QualitEnR
   Harald Drück, Head of the Research and Testing Centre, Institute for Thermodynamics and Thermal Engineering, 

University of Stuttgart, Germany
  Other speakers to be confirmed

 11:00-11:30 Coffee break

 11:30-13:00 Parallel session 1: Performance - Quality - Standard
  How to achive high efficicency for solar combi systems
  Philippe Papillon, CEA-INES
  The “Guarantee of solar results” (GSR) after 20 years: Outcome and prospects
  Luc Greliche, TECSOL
  Energy labelling and Solar Thermal - current state of affairs and impact
  Gerard van Amerongen, vAConsult
  Latest developments in the field of Solar Thermal standardisation
  Speaker from the QAIST European project to be confirmed 

  Parallel session 2: Market reports
  The Tunisian Solar Thermal Market
  Abdelkader Baccouche, National Agency for Energy Conservation, ANME
  Market analysis of Solar Thermal systems in Lebanon
  Adel Mourtada, ALMEE
  The Turkish Solar Thermal market and industry
  Speaker to be confirmed 
  Developments of Solar Thermal in the Kingdom of Morocco
  Saïd Mouline, Director General, National Agency for the Development of Renewable Energy and Energy  
  Efficiency, ADEREE 

  Parallel session 3: Marché et Marketing
  Marché du solaire thermique en France : Etat des lieux et perspectives

  Marché du solaire thermique en Europe : Etat des lieux et perspectives

  Solutions financières de support à la vente

   La rentabilité du solaire thermique dans l’habitat individuel: 
Exemples de différentes régions françaises mesurés à l’aide du logiciel T*Sol
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 13:00-14:30 Lunch

 14:30-16:00 Parallel session 1: Advanced Solar Thermal hybrid systems
  Solar Thermal/heat pump systems in practice - analysis of measured data
  Elsa Andersen, Technical University of Denmark
  Photovoltaic/Solar Thermal hybrid panels: Overview and perspectives 
  Speaker to be confirmed
  Current work on performance evaluation of Solar Thermal and heat pump hybrid systems 
  Ivan Malenkovic, IEA SHC Task 44
  Advanced Solar Thermal fossil fuels combinations: Latest Trends 
  Speaker to be confirmed

  Parallel session 2: The role of public policy
  The British Renewable Heat Incentive (RHI): A model for Europe?
  Speaker from the UK Solar Trade Association to be confirmed
  The regulatory framework for Solar Thermal in France
  Speaker from French Environment and Energy Management Agency, ADEME to be confirmed
  Solar Thermal in the National Renewable Energy Action Plans (NREAP) 
  Xavier Noyon, European Solar Thermal Industry Federation
  The European Technology Platform on Renewable Heating & Cooling (RHC-Platform) 
  Gerhard Stryi-Hipp, Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy Systems, ISE

  Parallel session 3: Technologie / Standard / Qualité 
  Quels standards pour le solaire thermique: Ô solaire, NF CESI, Solar Keymark ?

  Etiquetage énergétique : Quelles obligations, quelle utilité ? 

  Retour sur les problématiques d’installation observées lors d’audits Qualit’EnR 

   Innovation matériel : Dernières tendances d’innnovation dans le domaine des systèmes  
solaires thermiques

16:00-17:00  Closing session

Friday 21st October
Continued



For further information on VAT and to register, please visit the conference website www.estec2011.org 
or contact:

Voyages C. MATHEZ
4 Avenue Georges Clemenceau - 06000 Nice – France
Tel: + 33 (0) 4 93 82 68 82 / Fax : + 33 (0) 4 93 87 93 60
E-mail : estec2011@matheztravel.com
Online registration: www.matheztravel.com/estec2011
Congress website: www.estec2011.eu/en/home
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Cancellation policy
Any modification or cancellation must be made in writing (letter, fax or e-mail) to Voyages C. Mathez.

For cancellation until 18 September 2011, the registration fee will be refunded less 100€ (incl. VAT) handling fee.
From 19 September 2011, no refund will be issued.

Conference Cancellation

Gala Dinner Cancellation
For cancellation until 29 September 2011, the full amount will be refunded.
From 30 September 2011, no refund will be issued.  
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2011 estec

estec2011 is a conference of:    in cooperation with:

Pictures courtesy of: GASOKOL GmbH, Ritter Energie- und Umwelttechnik GmbH & 
Co. KG, TiSUN GmbH, VELUX A/S, Wagner & Co. Solartechnik GmbH. ESTIF reserves 
the right to exchange speakers and to amend the content of the programme.

Supporting organisations:

European Solar Thermal Industry Federation (ESTIF)  
Rue d’Arlon 63-67 • B-1040 Brussels
Tel: +32 2 546 19 38 • Fax: +32 2 546 19 39 • Email: estec2011@estif.org




